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Introduction: Studying CFE Higher Psychology

INTRODUCTION
STUDYING CFE HIGHER PSYCHOLOGY
The Higher Psychology course has three units with internal assessments which are ‘pass’ only.
The final grade on your certificate is assessed by the question paper and the research assignment.
This guide is designed to help you achieve an A grade.

HOW THIS BOOK WILL HELP YOU
You’re presented with lots of information in the classroom during your course year at
school or college . Your tutor will use handouts, books, photocopies, notes, mind-maps,
posters and flashcards . So, what do you revise? What do you need to know and what can
you miss out? This is called ‘intelligent selection’ . But, how do you intelligently select and
narrow down what to study? This guide is here to help you .
It includes the key information needed for the whole Higher Psychology course, allowing
intelligent selection during your precious revision time . Here, you’ll find the essential
material for passing the course (the assignment and the exam) in an easy-to-digest and
concise form .
Use this book and, the chances are, your Higher Psychology grade will improve .

THE EXTERNAL ASSESSMENTS: TWO COMPONENTS
TO COMPLETE
Component 1: Question Paper (60% of the total mark)
The question paper will sample your psychological knowledge and analytical skills .
You are asked to explain human behaviour from a range of perspectives and for a range
of topics . The quality of your answers, in terms of explanation, evaluation and analysis,
are used to determine how many of the 60% of total marks you will get .
There are three sections of the question paper . Section 1 tests your knowledge of the
research process and research topics . Section 2 samples your knowledge of topics from
the psychology of individual behaviour . Section 3 asks questions on topics from the
psychology of social behaviour .

DON’T FORGET
The question paper and the
research assignment will be
marked externally by SQA.

Component 2: Research Assignment (40% of the total mark)
Your research assignment takes the form of a report on an investigation carried out by
you, first hand . The report is written by you and should document how you planned,
carried out, analysed and evaluated a psychological research investigation you did during
the course . You need to plan this research assignment with your tutor . The quality of your
final report determines how many of the 40% of total marks you get .
The research assignment requires you to carry out your own primary research on a
topic or brief chosen by you and your tutor . This gives you the chance to use your
communication and research skills to generate, select, organise, interpret, analyse and
evaluate real psychological data .

DON’T FORGET
Remember, if you work for
a very good mark in your
research assignment, you’re
close to achieving half the
course marks.

WHY STUDY HIGHER PSYCHOLOGY?
This will depend on your ambition . You may want to gain some insight into your friends’
and family’s behaviour . You may want to understand the workings of the human brain,
or know why people seem so odd and hard to fit in with . Perhaps you want to go to
university to study the social sciences and become a criminologist . Maybe you want to
become a Sports Psychologist for the Olympic team, or become a nurse and interpret
people’s social behaviour . It could be you want to become a primary school teacher and
study child development . Or, write books or pursue a career in expressive drama .
Studying Higher Psychology will develop the critical skills necessary for pursuing any of
these goals . It will help you to analyse different human perspectives, evaluate emerging
theories, explain scientific concepts and interpret empirical evidence . Completing the
Higher Psychology course is a strong leap onto a springboard to advance your ambition .
My ambition is for there to be fewer conflicts in the world . I want to encourage people to
talk together . I want to get rid of the prejudices in society and encourage everybody to
get along . Studying Higher Psychology can help us all get closer to this goal .
This course has every chance of improving your quality of life . It has an applied
component to health and wellbeing in all topics, so studying Higher Psychology helps
promote mental health and wellbeing throughout Scotland and abroad . Not bad for a set
of SQA tests!

HIGHER PSYCHOLOGY COURSE ASSESSMENT
This course has an external exam . This is a closed-book question paper and represents
60% of the total mark . There is also a research assignment to complete for 40% of
the total mark and this is usually sent by your centre to the SQA well before the
external exam .

THE INTERNAL UNIT ASSESSMENTS
The course has three content-based units and these are internally assessed at your school
or college . You will need to pass all three units to complete the course . Your centre will
choose how these are assessed but the SQA chooses the content . The unit specifications
are summarised below .

The Research Unit
For this unit, you must develop the skill of explaining the stages of the research process
in psychology . You will also learn about ethical issues in research including the British
Psychological Society’s latest guidance on ethics . For success, you’ll need to be able to explain
and evaluate various research methods . Different types of variables and sampling terminology
must be learned for this unit as well as skills in applying and interpreting descriptive statistics .

The Individual Unit
For this unit, two topics will need to be covered – one mandatory and one optional . The
mandatory topic is Sleep, dreams and sleep disorders . The optional topic is a psychological
topic selected by your teacher .
You’ll have to learn about three psychological points of view, so that the two individual
topics can be understood from at least three viewpoints (approaches) . For the Sleep,
dreams and sleep disorders topic, two of the three approaches are mandatory (the
biological and the cognitive) . The third approach is selected by your tutor . For the second
individual topic, your tutor will choose three psychological approaches . You need to
explain at least two research studies and two theories per topic .

The Social Unit
In the social unit, you’ll study a number of theories and concepts relating to two topics .
The first topic, Conformity and obedience, is mandatory, and – for the second – your tutor
will choose another social topic to cover .
To pass this unit, you will need to develop skills in explaining and analysing psychological
theories and concepts from the topic of Conformity and obedience . You also need to
explain at least four concepts from your optional topic and refer to the aims, methods,
results and conclusions of at least two research studies .
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Individual behaviour: What is sleep?

Individual behaviour

SLEEP, DREAMS AND SLEEP DISORDERS
WHAT IS SLEEP?
Sleep, dreams and sleep disorders is the name of the mandatory individual topic for Higher
Psychology. So, let’s get started defining these terms: what is sleep and what are dreams?
Sleep disorders will be discussed later.

SLEEPING: WHAT IS SLEEP?
It’s hard to define sleep. However, it’s seen as a recurring, but altered, state of lowered
consciousness with reduced nervous-system activity and relaxed muscles. It is a time
when the eyes are closed, but they can be in motion. The sleeper often experiences some
muscle paralysis.
Sleep can also be viewed as a state of suspended consciousness, where perceptual
awareness and other cognitive functions are greatly reduced in responsiveness.
Shakespeare called sleep a ‘little death’.

DON’T FORGET
It helps to know that ‘et
al’ is used in Psychology
books to shorten lists of
authors’ names. ‘Et al’ is a
Latin abbreviation for ‘and
associates’. You can use the
phrase when referring to
long authors’ references to
save time and effort.

ONLINE
Try downloading and
sleeping with a profiling app
for a smartphone. In some
of these phone applications,
you can see a graph of the
quality of your sleep for
one night measured by the
phone’s motion detectors.

Example:
To define sleep, Carskadon et al (2000) described sleep as a ‘reversible behavioural state of
perceptual disengagement from, and unresponsiveness to, the environment’.

Why do we sleep?
There are a number of psychological theories about the purpose of sleep. These include
the biological-restoration theory of sleep by Oswald (1966) – that sleep refreshes the
body – and the information-consolidation theory of sleep and dreaming by Crick and
Mitchison (1986) – that we sleep in order to process information we’ve acquired during
the day.

DREAMING: WHAT IS A DREAM?
Almost everyone can remember having a dream, but what a dream is remains elusive.
Dreams are, certainly, mental experiences – but dream content can be surprising.
Dreams occur beyond our everyday understandings of perception. We experience a
dream in a lowered state of consciousness. Dreams appear in the host’s mind as apparent
perceptions. Only self-report measures, such as asking people, can reveal dream content.
People describe dreams as a series of thoughts, images and sensations that often form an
incomplete story. Dreams pass through the sleeper’s head, mostly involuntarily.

What turns a dream on?
Classic research by Dement and Kleitman (1957) first provided evidence that the phase of
sleep when the eyes move rapidly (REM sleep) is the time for dreaming. However, taking
a biological approach to answering this question, Solms (2000) has recently reported
neuropsychological evidence for a dopamine mechanism in the forebrain that switches
dreaming on – usually, but not exclusively, during REM sleep.

Why do we dream?
What determines dream content? What’s going on, both physiologically and
psychologically, in dreams, in a typical night’s sleep?
There are various psychological theories of the purpose of dreams. These include
the biological theory of activation/synthesis by Hobson and McCarley (1977) and the
psychoanalytic theory of ‘wish-fulfilment’ dreaming first proposed by Freud in the early
1900s in his Interpretation of Dreams.
Will the dream be a reverie or a nightmare? Few can determine this in advance. Dreaming
is generally outwith personal control. However, LaBerge et al (1980) define lucid dreaming
as the exception to this rule – a lucid dream is a controllable dream.

THINGS TO DO AND THINK ABOUT
What useful variables can be measured to assess sleep quality and quantity?
Try expanding some of these acronyms for the Sleep, dreams and sleep disorders topic:
SOL: Sleep Onset Latency (how long it takes to get to sleep)

DON’T FORGET
The Higher Psychology
course will assess your skills
in explaining approaches
and evaluating theories.

DON’T FORGET
In Psychology, the answers
to learn are rarely black and
white. Rather, there are
viewpoints to explain and
theories to analyse with
different pieces of research
evidence for and against.

ONLINE TEST
Head to
www.brightredbooks.net
to test yourself on sleep
and dreaming.

NWAK: the Number of aWAKenings during a sleep episode
WASO: the time of Waking After Sleep Onset
TST: Total Sleep Time
REM: Rapid Eye Movement
NREM: Non-Rapid Eye Movement
EOG: Electro Occulo Gram (eye motion detection)
EEG: Electro Encephalo Gram (cortical activity detection)
ECG: Electro Cardio Gram (heartbeat detection)
EMG: Electro Myo Gram (muscle activity detection)
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Individual behaviour: The Psychoanalytic Approach to Memory 1

IndIvIdual behavIour

THE PSYCHOANALYTIC APPROACH TO
MEMORY 1
The starting point for Freud’s theory of memory is ‘motivated forgetting’. Freud claimed that
memory is emotionally motivated. Memory involves choosing what to remember and, he claimed,
unconsciously selecting what to forget.

FREUD’S THEORY OF FORGETTING
Freud was curious why something believed forgotten a long time ago, could suddenly be
recalled into consciousness. Why is memory so obstinate like that? Does the unconscious
defend the psyche from reliving bad experiences?

Motivated remembering and forgetting
Freud’s theory of memory is that memories are motivated by instincts and drives.
According to the psychoanalytic approach, both the processes of memory and forgetting
are driven by unconscious forces. Freud claimed that what we recall and retrieve is very
carefully chosen, unconsciously, by the psyche.

DON’T FORGET
In Freud’s view, the psyche
consists of the id, ego and
superego. These three
components can conflict in
motive and cause neurosis
and anxiety.

DON’T FORGET
Freud: ‘The tendency to
forget what is disagreeable
seems to me to be quite a
universal one.’

ONLINE
Why not visit Freud’s
Apartment in Vienna,
Austria, or plan a trip to the
Freud Museum in London? If
you can’t visit in person, you
can find the Freud Museum
online using the link at
www.brightredbooks.net

Freud argued that what we store of an event is very personal to each individual. Similarly,
retrieval from memory is motivated and hardly passive. We are partial to store certain
memories, and we select what to remember of events. This biased selection results in
unique and personal accounts of the same situations.

Parapraxis (slip of the tongue or ‘Freudian slip’)
Parapraxis is the term used to describe a type of motivated error in retrieval from
memory. One example Freud gives of parapraxis is using the name of a favoured person
rather than the person you are dealing with. Parapraxis involves replacing accurate
recollections with a preferred alternative.

Freud explains slips of the tongue as motivated errors in speech. Word recall errors might
disclose the true associations within the speaker for the topic under discussion. Freudian
slips are motivated by unconscious forces. For example, saying ‘bad to meet you’ rather
than ‘glad to meet you’ is a Freudian slip that reveals a hidden displeasure.

Bungled actions

Freud uses many everyday case examples to explain his theory of motivated memory.

Nowadays, speech errors
that make underlying
desires public are known as
Freudian slips.

Forgotten appointments

KEY RESEARCH: BREUER AND FREUD (1895),
‘STUDIES ON HYSTERIA’, THE ‘ANNA O’ CASE STUDY

Freud theorised that behind a misplaced object, such as a lost book,
there may be a chilling memory, a dark association or an unpleasant
history that, if retrieved from the unconscious, would threaten the
balance of the psyche. In many cases, Freud claimed, when the dark
association is removed or resolved to a more favourable association,
forgetting will cease and the memory will be retrieved. For example,
behind mislaid keys, there is likely to be a repressed desire to lose them.

DON’T FORGET

According to Freud, there are few ‘innocent’ mistakes. Freud claimed action slips and
procedural fails do not happen accidentally. They are caused by neurosis, anxiety
and motivated drives against success. Bungled actions happen ‘on purpose’ and in a
motivated fashion. Failure to complete an action successfully because of accident or
error usually reveals unconscious anxiety and a motivated desire to fail the task.

Not only did Freud claim that memory is selective, but forgetting is too. Freud’s theory
of repression is that forgetting is an ego defence mechanism. The whole psyche actively
defends the balance of the ego by using ego defence mechanisms such as repression,
displacement, denial and projection from unpleasant memories and sensations.

Freud recognised the encoding process of memory is motivated by personal taste,
individual selection and unconscious wishes. He also explained that retrieval failure is just
as motivated. For example, you might forget an appointment with your dentist. However,
you won’t forget an appointment with your favourite celebrity.

Watch the biographical
documentary by NOVA
about Freud’s life
called ‘The Father of
Psychoanalysis’ at
www.brightredbooks.net

Freudian slip: ‘Hello Sarah! Oops! I mean, Susan’. If you say the wrong name for your girlfriend,
that is parapraxis.

MOTIVATED FORGETTING AND REPRESSION

Motivated encoding

VIDEO LINK

Example:

Freud’s explanation for forgotten appointments is deterministic. Losing an invite to
a dull party does not occur by chance; forgetting is a deliberate ego defence against
attending the event. It’s repression. In the same way, ending up at the wrong address
may be part of an unconscious desire to avoid an unwanted meeting.

One famous case study called ‘Anna O’, first reported by Breuer and Freud in
1895, supports the Freudian theory of motivated repression of memories.
The patient, ‘Anna O’, reported that the prescription of a ‘talking cure’ benefited
her feelings and removed some of her anxious and hysterical symptoms. Freud believed
that her ‘profoundly melancholy fantasies’, experienced in her turns of absent-minded
daydreaming to Breuer, could be removed with free association and expression.
Freud analysed Anna O’s concerns and linked these to the symptoms from Breuer’s case
history as revealing repressed, hysterical concerns (anxious, neurotic symptoms) from the
past that could be recalled, discussed and removed.
Anna O compared the new psychoanalytic ‘talking therapy’ to ‘chimney sweeping’ for the
psyche. Psychoanalysis aims to remove the repression of difficult memories and resolve
unconscious conflicts, thus removing the sources of anxiety in the psyche. (For more
about Anna O, see pages 86–87.)

ONLINE TEST
Test yourself on the
psychoanalytical
approach to memory at
www.brightredbooks.net

Example:
Freud includes a story about Erna, who put some ginger cake in a cupboard, but forgot which
cupboard. She lost the ginger cake while a friend was visiting her house. Freud explained that her
inability to find the ginger cake in the kitchen when a visitor was arriving was motivated by a desire
to keep it for her own eating. Freud depicts this as ‘motivated forgetting’.

In every case from his book, The Psychopathology of Everyday Life, Freud claimed
‘forgetting’ was based on a motive of avoiding displeasure. According to Freud,
‘distressing memories succumb especially easily to motivated forgetting’.
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SIGNS OF MOTIVATED FORGETTING AND REMEMBERING
IN EVERYDAY BEHAVIOUR

THINGS TO DO AND THINK ABOUT
Imagine a world without Freud! Whether you like
psychoanalytic theory or not, imagine if Freud had
repressed his theory of psychoanalysis. How would
the world be now? It’s fair to conclude that psychiatry,
psychology, art and literature would all suffer a loss.

Now, list as many psychoanalytic terms that you can that
are a direct result of Freud’s work. If you have time, explain
these terms by building a Freudian glossary:
unconscious
libido
id

psyche
denial
ego
superego

repression
regression
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Research: Overview of the Research Process

Research

THE RESEARCH PROCESS
OVERVIEW OF THE RESEARCH PROCESS
For Higher Psychology, you will need to be able to explain, evaluate and apply scientific research
concepts. We will start with an overview of the research process.
DON’T FORGET
You might have covered
some of the research
process concepts at National
5 level. However, at Higher,
more depth of explanation
and analysis is required.

DON’T FORGET
The Research section
in the exam can include
evaluations for research
methods and sampling
methods. It also can include
application of the Code
of Ethics from the British
Psychological Society.

DON’T FORGET
A topic might be chosen for
you before you consider any
hypotheses. In other cases,
you might have free choice
of topic.

DON’T FORGET
Consider what difference
your research will make to
society. Will it be important?

THE RESEARCH PROCESS: AN OVERVIEW OF THE
EIGHT STAGES
choose
a topic
report
finding

reach
conclusion

literature
review

formulate
hypothesis

Stages of the research process

analyse
data

design
a study
collect
data

Remember, research does
not start from scratch.
We can stand on the
shoulders of the giants!

DON’T FORGET
Warning! The literature
review stage has a tendency
to take too long. And don’t
leave it to the last minute!
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A hypothesis is a statement of prediction that expresses the relationship between one
set of events (for example, changes in an independent variable) and another set of events
(for example, changes in a dependent variable). ‘When it rains, plants grow’ is a hypothesis
about there being a relationship between rainy conditions (rain being the independent
variable) and plants’ growth (growth being the dependent variable).
Independent variable (IV): An IV is assumed to be a causal variable. IVs are presumed
to alter and vary before dependent variables and may cause an influence on
dependent variables.
Dependent variable (DV): A DV is assumed to be an effect variable. A DV alters or
changes in response to causal variables. DVs are not independent, but rather dependent
on the influence of prior factors. DVs are sometimes known as response variables.

What do you want to study? What fascinates and motivates you? At this first stage, you
might choose a topic to start your preliminary investigations. Is there funding for research
in this area, or is there expertise available? Should you choose a topic thoroughly explored
already or something new? Some of the best research is radical, creative and original.
You may have a very specific research question in mind or be drawn to a broad area
of research. If you want to be paid for doing research, go for a research topic that’s
fashionable or well-funded. Your research will be more likely to have an impact if it’s
practical and useful to society. However, you might be constrained in your choice of topic
due to practical, political or academic reasons.

Stage 2: Conduct a literature review

Read up on previous research on your chosen topic. The literature review also allows you
to build on the work of other people and explore existing theories and concepts from
your research area.
Someone else will probably have done relevant research on your chosen topic. The
sooner you do the literature review, the better, as it can be very helpful. At all stages,
remain focused on your aims. Otherwise, you might get lost in the topic, the library and
the internet.

Stage 3: Formulate a hypothesis
What issue will you address? What research question will you explore? You can move
towards formulating a hypothesis by defining the terms in your research question. When
selecting the research question you will address, it’s best to focus on one specific aspect
of the topic. Once the area of interest is clear, you can formulate a hypothesis by turning
your most central research question into predictive statements.

ONLINE
For an analysis of types
of experiment (lab, field
and natural) head to
www.brightredbooks.net

Extraneous variable (EV): An EV is assumed to be a factor, an influence or a source of
variation that’s outside the scope of the research study and its hypotheses. Extraneous
variables can include factors that have not been controlled or standardised in the
conditions for the research. For example, weather, noise, time of day, mood, participant
variables and individual differences.
Confounding variable (CV): A CV is assumed to be an awkward variable that messes up
your research. It may be an extraneous variable that has masked or hidden the causeand-effect relationship that was under investigation in your research. For example, if your
research involved seeing a band at T in the Park, mist would be a confounding variable.
Example:
Hypotheses:
Caffeine (IV) keeps you awake for longer during sleep onset (DV).
Hours spent revising (IV) directly improves exam grades (DV).
Ingesting a slice of cake (IV) improves your mood (DV).

Stage 1: Choose a topic

Early on in your research, it’s important to conduct a literature review. Wide-ranging
background research will help you avoid reinventing the wheel.

DON’T FORGET

MORE ABOUT THE HYPOTHESIS

Types of hypotheses
Hypotheses can be directional (one-tailed: specifying one direction of effect) or nondirectional (two-tailed: open to two directions of effect). A two-tailed hypothesis is less
specific about the predicted direction of effect than a one-tailed hypothesis.
Experimental Hypothesis: An experimental hypothesis makes a statement about one
variable affecting another.
Example:
One- and two-tailed hypotheses:
Glucose drinks improve swimming times. This is one-tailed.
Glucose drinks change swimming times. This is two-tailed.

Null Hypothesis: This is the statement of no effect. So, for the previous example, ‘glucose
drinks have no effect on swimming times’ would be a suitable null hypothesis.

THINGS TO DO AND THINK ABOUT
Social science gathers empirical evidence to come to valid conclusions. It does this
by using deduction to disprove null hypotheses and it uses induction from patterns in
observed data to support or refute experimental hypotheses. In practice, this means you
set up a hypothesis and a null hypothesis that cannot be true simultaneously. By the end
of your research, one of the hypotheses might be able to be rejected.

DON’T FORGET
A one-tailed hypothesis
specifies the direction of
the effect, while a twotailed hypothesis does not.

DON’T FORGET
Remember to clearly
define variables, as
research hypotheses
need to be testable.

VIDEO LINK
Watch an introduction to
using research methods at
www.brightredbooks.net

ONLINE
If you’re unfamiliar
with literature reviews,
find out more at
www.brightredbooks.net

ONLINE TEST
Test yourself on the stages
of the research process at
www.brightredbooks.net
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